What is Constructed Development Theory?
Three Leaders Programme

A new approach to Adult Development
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Constructed Development Theory emerged from the doctoral research of Dr Darren
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Stevens. It is the idea that every moment, we construct our thinking based on cognitive

AQ9

shortcuts that have become habits over time. We do this based on how we constructed
ourselves yesterday. This ensures we remain consistent over time and it also avoids
cognitive dissonance.
Dr Stevens determined that how we think and behave is simply a collection of constructed
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habituated thoughts that emerge from childhood. Importantly, we seldom get an
opportunity to question these constructs. If we did, then we could in uence our thinking in
the moment. It is implied in Constructed Development Theory that we are not necessarily

AQ7

who we think we are, but how we think we are.
CDT questions our construction of self by investigating the unique combination of fty
heuristics called Cognitive Intentions, that form our individual Thinking Style. Only by
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bringing to consciousness the Intention, Awareness, Choice and ResponseTM of our
thinking are we really in a position to grow our self-awareness and complexity. These are
called the Four Pillars of Constructed Development.

AQ5

The theory of Constructed Development is more holistic than traditional stage
development theories in that the changes achieved in one’s level of awareness will not only
impact your business environment, but also all your environments, as our Thinking Style
changes across contexts.
fi
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Cognitive Intentions
A Cognitive Intention is a shortcut in our thinking. It is a heuristic we have developed over time that has
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habituated and become an unconscious bias. Jean Piaget called them ‘schemata’ and others used different
words to emphasise how we construct biases that help us to navigate our thinking.
For example: if I were to ask you if you liked to cook, and you do, I would then ask if you also followed the recipe, or if you liked
to tweak it a little, perhaps to spice things up. Depending on the level of how strictly you adhered to the recipe (Procedures) or
the air with which you changed the recipe (Options), I could ascertain your Cognitive Intention.
But more importantly, depending on how aware you are of this intention will determine the level of Choice you have in your
Response in the moment: more nutmeg or less nutmeg! Note that it is not the amount of nutmeg that is important here: it is
your Awareness of your Choice to change the Intention (taste), not the change itself. To take this one step further, it is your
Awareness of the relationship between ‘Options’ and ‘Procedures’ that is one measure of your Dynamic Intelligence.
Knowing this gives us a rm foundation for your Dynamic Intelligence
development.
So, the next time you add some salt to a dish, ask yourself if you did it
with Awareness of the Choice, or if you did it solely based on taste, which
would then be an automatic (habituated) Intention.
There are fty of these Cognitive Intentions uncovered in the research,
and each pertains to an unconscious, habituated shortcut in your
thinking.
fi
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The question is: how aware are you of them?
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Observer
Sameness
Difference

Influence
Affiliation
Achievement
Away From
Towards
Internal
External
Options
Procedures
Consensus
Polar
Abstract
Concrete
Past
Present
Future

Thinking Styles
Dr Stevens discovered that Thinking Styles emerged from the research (of
over 8,200 pro les) and that each person’s pro le is essentially their own unique
Thinking Style, and there are enough of them within CDT for every person on the
planet, times a billion! This separates CDT from systems you might already be familiar with, such
as Insights or the MBTI.
The pro le on the left scores lowly on the AQ scale. Notice the imbalance between
the Cognitive Intention pairs. This imbalance infers a lack of choice in their responses.
The pro le is limited by its focus on Achievement, Internal, Procedures, Polar and Past. These
limitations will produce a behaviour that is out of awareness due to the relationships between the
Cognitive Intention pairs (e.g. Internal/External). Their thinking will be biased towards their own
perspective, which will produce a different behavioural response than if they were capable of
listening to the perspective of others.
As the ultimate goal of Constructed Development Theory is awareness and balance in one’s
thinking, and choice in one’s behaving, the intervention would be to bring to awareness their
lack of capacity to respond in the moment (to listen), and to offer the choice going forward.
Ultimately, they will develop the choice between the two, thus producing a different behavioural
outcome in the future.
Finally, their level of awareness of their capacity to respond can be measured using the
Awareness Quotient™ tool.
fi
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The Awareness Quotient
Awareness

Thinking Style. It allowed Dr Stevens to assign a score to an individual’s pro le based on their Cognitive
Intention awareness. This means that where a client is at AQ5, they would require a completely different
developmental relationship than a client at AQ8, as they have a different relationship with, and Awareness of their
Cognitive Intention use. In other words: a different construction of their self-awareness.
Psychologically speaking, the greater our Awareness of our Intention in the moment, the greater our capacity to Choose
a Response. This includes responding to our own thinking, with AQ8 having a more profound relationship with their
thinking when compared to an AQ5 client.

Stages of Awareness

Thus, were you to encounter both in your team, their
approach to a group project would be completely
different.
This is cognitive diversity in action. It ensures different
perspectives in team events, and business-related
decision-making.
Can you see how knowing this would bene t
fi

your organisation?
fi
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The AQ was developed as part of the research to benchmark the participants’ thinking and score their

So…
Constructed Development Theory

Awareness

The combination of Constructed Development Theory, the awareness of one’s
Dynamic Intelligent as measured by the Awareness Quotient™ tool and the
increased capacity to respond in the moment via the four pillars - Intention,
Awareness, Choice and Response™ - creates a brand new approach to individual and
organisational development that forms the foundation for a more robust method of
vertical development.
CDT facilitates self-awareness and cognitive growth. This is what we need in today’s
complex and expanding world.
Get in touch today for a brief chat about requirements and how we can help you grow
your employees in a vertical direction.

Dynamic Intelligence in Action
levels of self-awareness. As you read the next two pages, can you determine which Thinking Style is
representative of a greater Dynamic Intelligence?
External Governance of Work

Management is Control

- My work is owned and governed by the employer.

- The essence of management is controlling others to regulate myself.

- The job I do belongs to the company.

- People around me are responsible for preserving my boundaries and

- My job is what I do while I am at work.

expectations.

- I follow the direction of my boss, supervisor and/or senior employees.
- I follow the cultural norms and values of the company.

Responsibility Belongs Outside of Self

- I stand for conformity both in myself and in others.

- My present circumstances are caused by someone else and the

- I am controlled by my bosses expectations.

environment I am in.

- My job is to win my bosses approval.

- Future possibilities for me are governed by the culture of my

- My role is who I am.
Awareness

surroundings.

Guided By Authority and or Tradition

Apprentice

- I depend upon others to frame the problem, challenges and adjustments needed. - I imitate or apprentice others with more experience then me.
- I need others to validate me and my work when things are going acceptably well. - My way of performing at work is found in the culture and people
around me.
Cultural Visions & Expectations
- I am held captive by and organised by the bosses or culture’s vision.

Perspective

- Popularity and/or loyalty governs my behaviour.

- I am a representative of my position.
- The organisation is supposed to get me from my position.
- I see the organisation from my place, from the ‘inside out’
fi
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In order to cement the theory in the real world, here are two de nitions of how we think at two
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Here is the second Thinking Style:
Internal Ownership of Work

Management is a Re ection of Self-Control

- I construct or own my own work.

- The essence of management is self-control. I discern between group and individual power.

- My job belongs to me and I always have some in uence and control over

- Boundaries that I maintain socially re ect the internal boundaries I maintain internally.

how I work.
- My job is part of who I am and I also distinguish between the role and the
person.

- I am more or less responsible for what happens to me internally and externally at work.

- The most trustworthy source of direction comes from within me.

- I see how I create my own internal states and am responsible for my feelings.

- I treat the business as if it were my own.

- Future possibilities are a function of my self-directed vision.

- I create, author and act upon my own values.

- Disciplined execution of priorities creates the environment and results needed and desired.

- I stand for my autonomy and independence
- I support and challenge others to stand for their own autonomy and
independence.

Mastery
- I create and innovate my role, my work processes and the productions that follow from my own

- I am conscious of but uncontrolled by the expectation of my bosses.

internal authority and self-directing vision.

- I recognise I am not in my job simply to seek approval from my bosses.
Multi-Perspectival
Inner Guided Self-Evaluating

- I can see the organisation from my position, but I can also

- I author a theory or philosophy that establishes value. I generate value
from within.
- I possess an internal standards and principles enabling me to self-correct.
- Value creation enables me to self-assess and self-initiate.

- I am guided by my own visions, agendas and expectations at work.
- I can regulate or manage loyalties, relationships, expectations, values,
beliefs and convictions.
fl
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- Con icting visions and agendas can be prioritised, ordered and
fl

see how all the parts relate to the whole.
- I can conceive of the organisation from the “outside in.”

Self-Generated Vision

fl

Personal Responsibility

- I have an global, institutional systems orientation

And Finally…
Here is a de nition of how aware we are of our construction of self in the moment at each level of the Awareness Quotient
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scale. It is possible that you might see yourself in some of these de nitions. We can work on taking you and your team to the
next level of self-awareness for individual and team growth!

AQ5 - Self-Unaware
This stage of Awareness is epitomised by the very black and white nature of their thinking in the moment. They lack the capacity to
notice the opposite view and insist that their way is the only way. Should you offer them an alternate perspective (e.g. External), they
will not see it if they only do Internal thinking. Your explanation will fall on deaf ears. You will recognise their behaving by these
stuck and obvious patterns.

AQ6 - Cultural Unaware
At AQ6, the individual has more choice than a person at AQ5, however, their score is still not at balance between the
important Cognitive Intentions. A typical pro le in this range would still exhibit large differences between those
Cognitive Intentions that determine how big their thinking is, or how they must follow certain procedures. There is little
choice in these, regardless of the direction of Intention in their Thinking Style. One might be very Procedural and
another might be very Options, but both are limitations in context.

AQ7 - Cultural Aware
At AQ7, an individual’s capacity to choose in the moment how they Respond to stimuli is becoming much more
apparent, and where one might have been limited at AQ6 between the main CI combinations, the individual here

fi
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has a larger degree of choice in all the CI’s.

And Finally…
AQ8 - Self-Aware
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At AQ8, we begin to lose our connection with the individual as their thinking is almost a choice in the moment. In order for others
to keep up with their capacity to Respond, they would take shortcuts in their own thinking and not realise how they got there. But if
they were coming from AQ7, the stretch would be suf cient to pull their thinking up to the next level, even if they do not stay there.
You will recognise an AQ8 not by their arrogance, as this would be your construction of their state, but by their unwavering sense
of individuality.

AQ9 - Self-Constructing
AQ9 is a different kettle of sh altogether. As we encounter an individual who is comfortable with the notion of
constructing their “personality” in the moment, we might not feel comfortable in ourselves as we never know which
“person” we are going to get. This is not a case for schizophrenia, but of a level of control in the other person to be
whomever they need to be in that interactive moment with you.
AQ9 knows that to be “Towards Away From” thinking is a conscious Choice made only by those with full Awareness of their
CI use in the moment.

AQ10 - Construct-Aware
Using Korzybski’s terminology, AQ10 can construct the territory, not just the map.
AQ10 is not a destination per se, but a journey. This is akin to Maslow’s self-actualisation but with the understanding that
even self-actualisation is a construction. At AQ10, one is able to construct their environment to match their construction
of self. This is the opposite of what the other levels are capable of.

fi
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Chaos is only chaos to those who cannot see the inherent high level pattern behind its construction.

Higher Dynamic Intelligence at Work
Constructed Development Theory

Here is an example of what a more direct approach at your workplace would look like:
With relevant Cognitive Intentions

1. Be the inventor of your work (rather than see it as owned and created by the employer); distinguish
your work from your job
Pre-Active

Observer, Polar

Own, Sceptic, Quality Control

External, Af liation

2. Be self-initiating, self-correcting, self-evaluating (rather than dependent on others to frame the
Pre-Active

Own, Internal

problems, initiate changes, or determine whether things are going acceptably well)
Own, Vision

3. Be guided by your own visions at work (rather than be without a vision or captive of the authority’s
agenda)
External

Internal

4. Take responsibly for what happens to you at work externally and internally (rather than see your
Internal

External

present internal circumstances and future external possibilities as caused by someone else)
5. Be accomplished masters of your particular work roles, jobs, or careers (rather than have an
Sameness

Relationship

apprenticing or imitating relationship to what we do)
Abstract, Global

Abstract

6. Conceive of the organisation from the “outside in”, as a whole; see your relations to the whole; see
Relationship

Abstract, Global

Concrete, Detail

the relation of the parts to the whole (rather than see the rest of the organisation and its parts only
Internal

fi

from the perspective of your own part, from the “inside out”)
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We know what vertical development looks like!
Using CDT, we know HOW to grow your thinking speci cally.
From the Identity Compass pro le, we know WHAT needs to
change in order to grow your level of personal and external
awareness.
This helps you to manage your state and lead others to grow
theirs. This is CDT!

AQ8

Own
Partner
Observer

AQ6

Own
Partner
Observer

Own
Partner
Observer

12
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Thank You
Contact us today for a noobligation chat about your

Thank You!

individual and team development
needs.
End Note
No one reaches AQ10. It simply cannot be done. It’s an ideal, and a position from which
to teach the principles of CDT, not a destination per se, aided by the following
questions:
• How self-aware are you?
• How aware are you of your self-awareness?

Dr Darren Stevens
ll
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• What is your Intention in the moment?
• How aware of your Intention are you?
• How at Choice are you?
• How aware of your intention to construct yourself are you?
• How aware are you of your construction of self?
• How aware are you that we actua y construct ourselves?
• How aware are you of your habituated Thinking Styles?
• How aware are you that you can change their construction?
• How deliberate is your thinking in the moment?

